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Most textbooks of introductory Japanese mention that Japanese is a pitch-
accent language, where every syllable in a word is either high-or low-
pitched, and accent location is signaled by the last high司pitchedsyllable; e.g., 
tosho/kan 'library’has the L-H-L-L pitch con五guration.They also mention 
that high vowels are devoiced in certain phonological environments; e.g., 
kusa‘grass’is pronounced as [kwsa]. These two characterizations result in 
pronunciations which are unattainable, namely high-pitched devoiced vow-
els; e.g., sh{ki‘four seasons’has the H-L pattern. The fact that native listen-
ers do hear an accent on a devoiced syllable indicates that associating an 
accent invariably with a high pitch cannot be an accurate description of the 
language. This paper discusses how Japanese accent is actually realized and 
argues that marking accent locations in textbooks without a detailed explana-
tion about accent is merely an extra complication that introductory textbooks 
should avoid. 
INTRODUCTION 
Most Japanese textbooks briefly explain that the Tokyo dialect of Japanese (some-
times called “Standard Japanese”） is a pitch-accent language in which accent loca聞
tion is signaled by the last high同pitchedsyllable, e.g., tabeヤu‘eat’， andnihongo no 
jtsho 'Japanese dictionary’.1 Typically, the first syllable is low pitched if it is not 
accented; the following syllables are high pitched up to the accented syllable if there 
is one; and al subsequent syllables are low pitched. Textbooks commonly represent 
such pitch patterns as shown in Figure 1. 
These textbooks also mention that the high vowels i and u are devoiced in certain 
phonological environments: typically between voiceless obstruents (stops and 
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1 The notation tαbe'ru is used in this paper to indicate that /be/ is lexically accented. Different 
notations such as tabれ ru,taberu, or taberu, are used in some textbooks. 
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ta be ru ni ho n go no ji sho 
Fig. 1. Common model of Japanese pitch accent 
ka ki ma’shi ta ka ki ma shi’ ta 
Fig. 2. Pitch accent of kakimαイshitaand kakimαshttα 
fricatives) or in sentence-final position. For example, shikei‘capital punishment' and 
tabemasu 'eat’（polite) are normally pronounced as Uke:] and [tabemas].2 In principle, 
these characterizations are accurate, but when applied simultaneously, they can re-
sult in confusing descriptions of the language, as observed in such textbooks as Aη 
Introduction to Modern Japanese and ／αραηese: The Spoken Language) which both 
mark accent locations extensively. 
This paper argues that marking accent locations throughout a textbook, without 
further explanation of how pitch accent is realized in Japanese, does not aid, but can 
hinder, good pronunciation. 
Problems 
Consider the following textbook description：“Accent in Japanese is a pitch accent in 
contrast to the stress accent in English. Each word in Japanese has a set accent, that 
is, certain syllables have a high pitch and others have a low pitch. We say that 
syllables within a word are either high or low, but this is a matter of relative rather 
than absolute pitch" (Introduction to ModernノαpaneseJpp. xiv・山部，， emphasis in origi-
nal). 
Consider, then, words like kakima'su‘write’and hαkima 'shita 'wrote’. Because the 
final syllable su in kakima'su and the penultimate shi in hαkim〆shitaare typically 
devoiced, their pitch cannot be lower than that of the preceding syllable. That is, 
they are acoustically and auditorily the same as kakimasu' and kakimashi'ta (see 
Figure 2). 
More problematic examples are found when a lexically accented syllable is 
devoiced, e.g. shi'ki 'four seasons', hashit'teiru‘be running'. Because the shi in the 
former and the shit in the latter are voiceless, they cannot be higher than other 
2 The International Phonetic Alphabet is used to represent pronunciation. 
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syllables in pitch. Textbooks should avoid such self-contradictory descriptions. 
On the other hand, most native speakers believe that an accent fals on shi in shiki 
or shit in hashitteiru, even though they are not uttered with a high pitch. In fact, if 
native speakers are forced not to devoice these vowels, they pronounce the words 
with a tonal configuration of high田lowand low回high田low,respectively. Furthermore, 
even when shi in shiki is devoiced, they tend to believe that they have heard it high-
pitched. How is this belief possible? 
Perception of Pitch Accent in Japanese 
The claim that Japanese is a pitch田accentlanguage is based almost exclusively on 
native speakers' introspection or impressionistic data. Onishi (1942) argued that 
because the function of accent is to differentiate the meaning of, or to make promi-
nent a portion of, a word or phrase, any set of features that can serve these purposes 
(e.g., loudness and duration) may be distinctive. In the case of Japanese, he sug同
gested that accent was an impressionistic sum of pitch and loudness. 
Neustupny (1966) found positive evidence for Onishi’s claim. Analyzing Japanese 
words by mechanical means, he measured the contours of fundamental frequency 
(abbreviated as F0)3 and amplitude4 for each word in his data. If Japanese were in 
fact a pure pitch-accent language, then FO would fal around the boundary between 
an accented syllable and the following syllable. He found, however, that accent, as 
conventionally known, and the real FO fal often do not synchronize: FO fal may be 
delayed in relation to an accented syllable. He called this phenomenon oso四sagari
(delayed FO fal). He thus claimed that the FO data by themselves are not sufficient 
for determining the accent pattern, and that since, in his data, the amplitude peak fel 
on the accented syllable in the words in which the FO fal was delayed, both FO and 
amplitude are distinctive features in the Japanese accentual system. In other words, 
he claimed that Japanese is both a pitch-and stress四accentlanguage. 
On the basis of acoustic and perceptual experiments using synthetic speech, 
Sugito (1972, 1982) refuted the Onishi四Neustupny hypothesis. She found that native 
Japanese listeners perceive an accent on a syllable when the syllable is followed by a 
falling FO contour, even though the FO peak of the accented syllable is no higher 
than the following syllable. 
To support Sugito’s discovery, Hasegawa and Hata (1988) presented the following 
pair of tokens from their production data. 
3 Fundamental frequency (FO) is an objective property of sound, which can be measured by a 
mechanical device. Pitch, on the other hand, is a sensation, and thus, is subjective by nature. 
Generally, we hear a sound as high-pitched when its FO is high. However, machines can be more 
sensitive than the human ear, while our ears are not uniformly sensitive to al sounds. We cannot, 
therefore, consider FO (physical property) and pitch (subjective judgment of the sound) one and 
the same thing. Some may hear two sounds at the same pitch, but others may hear them differ四
ently. See Ladefoged (1962) for details. 
4 Similar to the FO/pitch distinction, amplitude is a physical property of sound, whereas loudness 
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Fig. 3 .1. FO contour for the word nα／mz・da(non-delayed token) 
Non-delayed Subject4: female 
O 10 20 30 csec 
Fig. 3.2. FO contour for the word nα匂iidα（delayed token) 
These figures are part of the word nαmida‘tear’（Noun) (uttered by two female 
native speakers of Japanese), in which the lexical accent fals on the first syllable. In 
Figure 3 .1, the FO peak is on a, which is in accordance with the lexical accent 
location. In Figure 3.2, by contrast, the FO peak is clearly on i,and yet the word was 
perceived as na' mz・da.As Neustupny reported, FO fal sometimes delays with respect 
to the accented syllable, without listeners detecting such a delay. Figure 4 schemat-
ically shows this relationship between delayed FO fal and perceived accent. 
This phenomenon of illusory pitch accent explains why native listeners perceive 
an accent on a devoiced vowel. Even though a high FO cannot occur on a devoiced 
vowel, the FO fal on the following syllable forces native listeners to associate an 
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Fig. 4. Perceived accent and the actual FO peak 
accent with the preceding syllable containing the devoiced vowel. 
The question of whether non-native speakers of Japanese perceive such stimuli as 
Figure 3.2 in the same way as native speakers do has direct relevance to the teaching 
of Japanese. It has been reported that some native speakers of English do, and others 
do not (Hata and Hasegm九r 1991; Hasegawa and Hata, 1992). This implies that 
perceiving the stimulus in Figure 3 .2with a high pitch on the first syllable is a 
learned response, and thus is not based on a universal constraint of human auditory 
perception. I would predict that when the first syllable contains a devoiced vowel, 
e.g・pki'kの［khk泊］ 'chance’（ unlike namz・dain which the first vowel is voiced), most, if 
not al, non-native speakers do not perceive the first syllable as accented-even if it 
is followed by an FO fal. 
Discussio且
Sometimes what people believe they heard and what they actually heard are differ聞
ent. For example, most native speakers of English believe that the difference be同
tween Chi ( a Greek letter) and guy is such that the first consonant is voiceless in the 
former and voiced in the latter. Phonologists contend, however, that this is not the 
case. The first consonants in both words are voiceless, and they are differentiated 
only by aspiration: the first consonant is aspirated in the former, while it is 
unaspirated in the latter. On the other hand, when the consonant /kj appears after an 
/s/, it is normally not aspirated in English. Therefore, if we record the words Chi, 
guy, and sky spoken by a native speaker of English and splice the tape, the sky 
without the /s/ sounds like guy. Also, if we add the /s/ portion from the sky in front 
of the guy, the new word sounds like sky. 5 
Another example of the discrepancy between native speakers' belief and their 
actual auditory perception involves the so-called stress accent of English.孔1ost
speakers believe that accent in English is manifested by loudness due to the term 
stres. Fry (1958) conducted perceptual experiments with synthetic noun－司
5 This experiment is due to John Ohala. 
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in which the distinction is made only by the accent placement, e.g., subject (noun) vs. 
subject (verb). He found that the increase in vowel duration of the second syllable can 
cause a perceived accent shift from noun subject to verb subject. The increase in 
amplitude has a similar effect, although to a lesser degree. As for the ranking be田
tween FO and duration cues, typically the former outweighs the latter. Therefore, in 
Fry’s experiment, the most significant cue of English accent is pitch, followed by 
length, and then loudness. 
Native speakers of Japanese display similar discrepancies in auditory perception. 
One salient example is that Japanese pitch accent is most accurately represented in 
such models as in Figure 1. As pointed out in the previous section, this model cannot 
account for the perception of accent on a syllable with a devoiced vowel. In fact, 
Japanese accent is similar to English accent, as Beckman and Pierrehumbert (1986) 
and Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988) have convincingly argued. Only a few syl-
lables in Japanese are associated with a high or low pitch. Beckman and 
Pierrehumbert claim that a syllable bears a high or low pitch only when it is in word 
or phrase initial/final position, in a second position in a word or phrase, or when it is 
lexically accented.6 The difference between English and Japanese accent is that Japa-
nese only has pitch as a psychoacoustic cue (Fujisaki and Sugito, 1977), while Etト
glish has a number of cues (i.e., length, loudness, and vowel quality) that influence 
the perception of accent (Beckman, 1986). 
It is frequently observed that in order to make students mark accent locations 
correctly, the instructor of Japanese uses cues such as loudness, which are not con目
ventional in Japanese. And it is almost always the case that instructors read words 
with unnatural, stepwise high and low pitch, e.g., to(L)sho(H)kα（L)n(L), when they 
test students' ability to detect pitch accent. Through this kind of training, students 
cannot improve their ability to detect accentual patterns in naturally uttered sen-
tences, because no native speaker speaks Japanese in such a way. This is why I 
believe that marking accent in textbooks is at best an extra complication, and at 
worst can cause adverse effects if instructors and students take it seriously. 
How to Teach Japanese Accent The臨？
Recently, I read in Mangajin (No. 20, September 1992, p. 20) a letter from a learner 
of Japanese about pitch accent and the editor’s reply, which is lucid and theoretically 
sound. I present both of them here. 
Letter to the Editor: I’ve grown acutely accent四sensitiveby studying 
[Eleanor] Jorden’s textbook and I miss the marking of accents on MANGAJIN’s 
romanization. If the idea of the magazine is to make the material pretty much 
self-contained for language learning, it doesn’t work quite right in my case, 
because without resorting to a dictionary it would feel as if (well, not quite, 
but ... ) I were learning the spelling of English words without caring about 
6 I have simplified Beckman and Pierrehumbert’s claims for expository purposes. 
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the pronunciation. In the “pronunciation guide" you dismiss the intonation as 
mostly inessential, and the m司jorityof the kokugo, ei－印a,or wa-ei dictionaries 
back up your view by simply ignoring accent .... I would just feel vindicated 
by an acknowledgment that accent, yapjうari,is an issue. 
Reply from the Editor: We would not deny that“accent is an issue，” but 
we think that imitating native s~eakers, whether in real life or on the tapes that 
go with your textbook, is more likely to produce natural-sounding results than 
attempting to fabricate the sound on your own from a notation or explanation 
given in writing. This is true for al matters involving pronunciation, which is 
exactly why our pronunciation guide has the disclaimer you menlion . 
It’s interesting to note that native Japanese speakers outside Tokyo speak 
otherwise standard Japanese (hyooJungo) with different “pitch accents”（this is 
what we are speaking of here, not dialect accents) and never have trouble 
being understood. For the student of Japanese, a flat, even intonation will 
always be understood, and for Americans (and some Europeans) who tend to 
give their words very marked ?itch accents, this may be a good way to elimト
nate some un-Japanese sounding speech habits. 
When two or three words sound exactly alike except for pitch accent, con-
text is going to resolve the ambiguity virtually 100 percent of the time. In 
practical terms, accent is probably the least important aspect of Japanese pro四
nunciation no matter what your level of language skil. 
On the whole, we think most people are best off following Jack Sewarぜs
advice：“the degree of variance in pitch is so small that the beginner is advised 
to voice al Japanese words ... with a steady evenness of pitch ... Sooner or 
later, depending on the sharpness of your ear, you will come to be able to 
distinguish among and mimic the existing minor variations in pitch." 
I wholeheartedly support this advice. I do not, however, claim that teaching of 
Japanese accentual patterns should be avoided in toto. On the contrary, I believe that 
students should be informed about Japanese accent during the early stages of learn-
ing. It is likely that the best way is to make students realize the major differences in 
FO modulation between Japanese and their native languages. For native speakers of 
English, whose language has an accentual system similar to that of Japanese, it 
suffices to mention that they avoid making accented syllables louder and/or longer. 
For native speakers of a tone language, e.g., Chinese, Thai, and Vietnamese, it 
should be mentioned that not al syllables, but only a few in Japanese are associated 
with tones. 
CONCLUSION 
Many Japanese textbooks presuppose that al syllables in the lan~uage are either 
high嗣pitchedor low-pitched, and some mark accent locations extensively. However, 
recent studies show that not al syllables in Japanese are associated with a particular 
pitch. Furthermore, if the commonly used notations in accent marking are taken 
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seriously, those textbooks run into problems because an accent may fal on a syllable 
wi.th a devoiced vowel - which is physically impossible. 
One might argue that the discrepancy I discussed in this paper does not alone 
provide sufficient justification for eliminating accent markings from introductory 
textbooks because phonological representations and their surface phonetic realiza同
tions need not be identical. For example, many, if not most, English vowels are 
centralized in natural speech, but we stil need to record the “underlying”or “ideal-
ized”vowel quality somewhere. I would argue that abstract phonological notations 
may be recorded in dictionaries, but not in textbooks. Furthermore, the students 
must be told that pronunciation markings in dictionaries are not what they are 
supposed to hear or utter in natural running speech. 
People without hearing impairments can mimic the melody of language, but they 
can hardly interpret visual accent markers into the oral/aural domain without special 
training because visual and auditory stimuli are processed very differently in the 
human brain. In al likelihood, the author of the above四mentionedletter simply feels 
more comfortable visually with accent markers. But using such markers to speak 
Japanese creates pronunciations that are worse than a crude synthesizer. 
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